
The parts of this topic that I need to revisit are: 

 

Economic Development: Development & Economic Activities (SELF-REVIEW) 
 
 

 

Now I’ve reached the end of the economic development unit 
 

Yes 

 

Think so 

 

No 

 I can explain why there is more to development than just wealth    

 I can identify, name and describe a variety of development indicators    

 I know the difference between economic and social indicators of development     

 I can give a variety of factors (Economic, Social, Political and Environmental) to 

help explain why some countries are more or less developed than others  

   

 I can describe the different ways that development has been mapped over the 

years and assess their validity ( how useful is each method) 

   

 I know the different types of aid     

 I can explain why some aid projects are more sustainable than others    

 I can name an example of an Aid Project in an LEDC and explain how 

sustainable it is. (CASE STUDY Aid Project – Comic Relief or other example)

   

 I know what is meant by primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary industry    

 I can explain how employment structure differs between countries at different 

levels of development (proportion of primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary) 

   

I can explain how employment structure changed over time in a country 

(proportion of primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary)

   

 I can explain a variety of factors that explain the changing location of economic 

activities  

(LEDC CASE STUDY – Factors affecting the changing location of ICT (Tertiary 

and Quaternary industry to Bangalore India) 

(MEDC CASE STUDY – factors affecting the changing location of steelmaking 

(Secondary industry in the UK) 

   

 

 

I can explain what these terms mean: 

 

Development        Indicator of Development          GDP        GDP Per Capita      HDI PQLI        

 

 Economic Indicator      Social Indicator       Brandt Line      MEDC’s     LEDC’s       NIC’s LDC’s 

 

 Tied Aid Bi-Lateral Aid Multi-lateral Aid       Employment Structure    Economic Activity    Primary Activity   

 

Secondary Activity      Tertiary Activity      Quaternary Activity       Offshore Activities       Location Factors      
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